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Welcome

Ian Scott
Volunteer Member, IOSH Fire Risk 

Management Group

This is an abridged version of the sixth and last in 
the present series of modern fire safety 
presentations.  This is a look at present and future 
developments in fire safety with a view to utilising 
new and emerging technologies to combat fire.

Development

InventionInnovation

Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello: Good Morning, Good Afternoon or Good Evening, where-ever you are in the world.Welcome to this Webinar on Future Developments in Fire Safety.This is the sixth and final webinar in a series of modern fire safety presentations.The first five webinars have looked at the IOSH Principles of Fire Safety.  They were designed as a Back-to-Basics course, for those starting out in their careers in occupational safety and health or for safety practitioners who had recently taken on fire safety roles or responsibilities.  This is the final webinar in the series and is a look at present and future developments in fire safety, so this presentation is more closely focussed on CPD issues as it looks at a wider range of topics in more depth.My name is Ian Scott and I’m a volunteer member of the IOSH Fire Risk Management Group.If you have been with all the way on this journey through six plus one FRMG webinars: Congratulations for staying the course and we hope that you have found the topics useful.  In addition to the updates on fire safety legislation and guidance, we talked about:  the science of fire; fire prevention; fire precautions; fire investigation; designing for fire safety; and now we have arrived at a crystal ball moment:  A look at present and future developments in fire safety.  Reporting on the present is OK:  but predicting the future is actually really hard.  This is Ian’s light bulb moment, and it’s a bit presumptuous to say this is an influential view or that we have some inside track on developments but it’s more a round-up of topics and issues which could well shape the future for all of us in this field.  And remember that the principal focus here is on implications in FIRE SAFETY.The title of the presentation was originally described in the programme as ‘Utilising new and emerging technologies to combat fire’ and hopefully we shall be covering some of those issues shortly.  However, we have to get to that point first!



Present and future developments

A hybrid of present day, real-time 
developments and light-bulb 
moments, based on the basic IOSH 
FRMG Principles of Fire Safety we 
have outlined so far.

What are the issues of the 
moment, WITH RESPECT TO FIRE 
SAFETY and what are we likely to 
see in the future?

Definition

Present & 
future 

developments 
in fire safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, there are four questions to ask ourselves …How do we define these present and future developments?How do we know where the current position is?What sort of developments are we looking for?How will these affect us all in the future?DEFINITIONA hybrid of present day, real-time developments and light-bulb moments, based on the basic IOSH FRMG Principles of Fire Safety we have outlined so far.What are the issues of the moment and what are we likely to see in the future?



Present and future developments

1. People
2. Professional impact
3. Emerging technology
4. New products
5. Fire safety management 

systems
6. Legal issues
7. Fire Prevention
8. Fire Precautions
9. Fire Investigation

What are these developments based upon?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These factors are based on influencers who are people and their professional impact and the complementary influences which have a bearing on them.  These influences come from emerging technology and new products on the market, the structure and control from legislation and management systems and the three fundamental principles of life safety, property protection and business continuity which impact on our approach to fire safety.Many of the issues outlined here are FRMG Principles of Fire Safety, but there are some new topics to consider.So, I had to consider how best to represent these topics?  Should I use:A list?A diagram?A sketch?A drawing?And then what media shall I use? The answer that was calling seemed to be needing a software drawing which mapped out the links and relationships between all these Principles, so I turned to working out a Mind Map, and I am sure at some point in your careers in safety you have done just the same diagram or sketch to show how Principles, ideas and concepts all fit together.So, here is Mind Map 0, which illustrates the general PRINCIPLES.  There are dozens on these drawings available.  Some are structured and others are rough sketches.  Some are artistic and others are based on purely functional BRIANSTORMING templates.Are you ready for this:  here is Mind Map 1!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the influences and who are the influencers? So, this is where I think we should start in keeping up-to-date with developments in fire safety and I hope that here the FRMG will be able to help with advice and guidance and future CPD sessions in this field.While this mind map looks complicated, it is quite straightforward, if you consider complementary impacts of influencers and influences, and the aspects of the principles of fire safety and impacts that these aspects make.To make it easier to describe, I have split the diagram into its component parts, starting with the two influencers PEOPLE and their PROFESSIONAL IMPACT. 



1: PEOPLE

Key issues comprise:

 Human factors
 Complacency
 Entitlement
 Training
 Access
 Building use
 Security

People are influencers, and certainly in fire safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have a range of topics which surround PEOPLE, with respect to FIRE SAFETY.  From basic root cause analysis in fire investigations, it is the actions that people undertake or the conditions that they find themselves in that are the pre-cursors to fire.  In terms of fire safety, key issues are around improving the awareness, attitude and approach of people to fire safety, to knock-out complacency in reacting to fire alarms and the sense of entitlement that people believe they have to do exactly what they want to do when they want to do it.  As fire safety specialists, we also need to improve the sense of responsibility that people should have for themselves and others.People are influencers.  It is about:Who they are andWhat do they do?Who they are?There are issues around the job, the organisation and the individual, and actions that people do or don’t do and the conditions that they experience which lead to fire related incidents.  People have issues around occupational, environmental and human factors. What do they do?One HF issue researched recently by Dr David Gold and his team has been on complacency in evacuation from buildings and the causes of this phenomena.  Some sections of society may feel that they have a sense of entitlement to do what they want to do and when they want to do it, and if they don’t want to evacuate a building then they will not be minded to do so.  This is less so in the occupational setting and least of all in situations where there is a more disciplined environment such as in schools and colleges etc.  An excellent example of disciplined evacuation was the fire in student accommodation at the Bolton Cube.  A particularly bad example was broadcast live on air in the UK on Radio 4 when the fire alarm sounded in the BBC building and the voice transmitted alarm sounded in the studio.  But the presented Nick Robinson announced that they would ignore it and go onto the next news item …Training is a key element of any fire safety situation and here, in considering how to enhance development we have to consider novel methods of training as well as strongly following the tried and tested methods we are all used to.  This is particularly important for those who are less able bodied and may need some assistance in evacuating a building. In keeping up with developments we need to be aware of access and egress requirements from buildings.Recent examples of where wheelchair users have been denied access to prestigious events such as the COP 26 at the SEC in Glasgow were shocking.  It is true that by not letting them into the building removes the need to get them out safely in the event of a fire.  But denying access by virtue of not being able to accommodate wheelchair users is not a wholesome fire safety strategy to evacuate them from a building in case of emergency.Building use is changing significantly now.  People want and need access for longer periods of time.  Buildings are often multi-use, and change their use depending on customer groups throughout the day.  The fire load and the risks of accidental or incidental ignition change throughout the day.  With these developments, do the fire precautions change with time of day?  Most importantly do the FRAs change along the occupancy timeline too?  Probably not.Finally, with regard to people and their interfaces with a building and their relationships with each other, are the impacts on security and its requirement to maintain a safe environment.



Human Factors etc
Developments in awareness and training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A great development here in this section is to take the training to the customer.  Here is a portable training facility which can be set-up in a field for fire extinguisher training. Key issues and present developments in fire safety training comprise:Shorter training courses, up to half-a-day max.On-line / Internet / distance learning based or self-directed study in modules.(COVID secure again).IOSH E-learning examples.DVD packages and highly customised training for organisations.Interactive media and equipment, even for fire extinguisher training.There are developments in extending fire safety training :To all staff on joining an organisation.Fire safety as a life skill for students, away from home for the first time.And through the work Anne Isaacs is doing, for school age children.



Building use
IoT and connectivity:  and now the Internet 4 Things …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of fire safety this could be the next ‘big thing’.  The IoT or now the I4T has the capability for people to control many aspects of their lives remotely.  There are obvious benefits in fire safety with remote monitoring of security and fire alarms, and even if you have locked your car when you have parked it.  However, when you can control central heating and  your cooking facilities remotely while not being in the kitchen does that present a fire risk?And what happens when the internet ‘goes down’?  What are the back-ups and standards for the systems security of these systems.  How do you safeguard against malicious people and hackers? Finally, we are looking at security of buildings etc.  There are massive gains in fire safety of the work or home environment with better security systems and the list of key security issues here are important.  In the UK the BBC is a good source of what are available as standards in this field and in the industrial environment have put-forward issues such as voice activated Emergency Voice Evacuation Systems.  The only problem was that on Radio 4 recently the presenters were complacently ignoring the warning and carried on broadcasting!  You can follow the chaos and Nick Robinson’s comments on Twitter.Key security issues comprise:Building security standardsControl of accessSoftware and internet securityCCTV design and operationEmergency Voice Evacuation SystemsUpgrades to buildingsConstruction project assessments



2: PROFESSIONAL IMPACT

Key issues comprise:

 IOSH FRMG
 Research and 

development
 Professional 

affiliations
 The academic scene
 Fire science and fire 

engineering

Factors affecting IOSH and other professional affiliations

  Present & future 
developments in 

fire safety

2:
PROFESSIONAL 

IMPACT

R&D

IOSH
FRMG

Fire Eng

Pro 
Affiliations

Academic
Scene

Fire Sci

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As professional people and members of IOSH we are all influencers in the subject area of fire safety.  This is seriously about: Who we are and What we do?Who we are?As members of IOSH and hopefully now affiliates of the IOSH Fire Risk Management Group we all have a role to play in minimising injury, ill-health, distress and anxiety at work and in improving well-being in every walk of life.  This is none more so than in fire safety.  We need to use our professional skills and position to be effective influencers in fire safety, at work, when we travel, when we are out and about, at home and everywhere.What we do?Research and developmentWe need to be conscious and aware of issues around us and the industry and to enquire into topics which need to be expanded to further the public understanding of the risks of uncontrolled fires.IOSH FRMGThe FRMG exists to support affiliated members with promoting this better public understanding and in promoting advice and guidance to industry with standard setting and goal achieving.  Professional affiliations, volunteeringPresent developments are all looking very similar in other professional institutions in promoting awareness and training and where appropriate in standard setting supported by advice and guidance.The academic scene, mentoring, support students and young learnersThis is an area where a significant professional impact can be made in supporting the next generation of young and up-and-coming safety professionals.  The sort of people which this FRMG webinar series was made for in the first place.Fire science and fire engineeringFinally, we must engender a collegiate approach across all professional bodies in fire safety, to harmonise the work of academics in pure and applied research, practitioners who promote a better understanding of fire science and fire engineering and operational firefighters in addressing their needs in having solutions that work when they need them.



Awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our IOSH FRMG Principal of Fire Prevention, we have three main target areas:Awareness.Designing for Fire Safety (D4FS) andMaterials.The second two are heavily inter-linked.AWARENESSIn terms of awareness of fire prevention, we need to improve education, learning, development and accountability at all levels, starting with young people, starting even with school age children.So, all you safety professionals out there, get volunteering to do a shift with a local school or college or a small business or community event to improve awareness of fire safety and fire prevention.On standards and testing always look-up the latest standards and criteria in the topic area you are interested in.  Standards are frequently reviewed, revised and updated, it’s best not to rely on your memory all the time!For fire safety professionals, CPD is vital and there is nothing better than continual learning to refresh knowledge and awareness.  These are students on the MSc in Fire Safety Engineering course at Lancaster University.



3:  EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
Climate change, natural events?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a way this slide is at the heart of why there are future developments that are going to impact on fire safety.  What are the emerging technologies that are going to bring hopefully improvements to society and communities, and not to bring more problems?  And in a way these issues have to be arranged in a lead vs. lag pattern.  Climate change is leading at the moment and to reduce global warming we need to re-invest more into non-fossil fuels.  This will be focussed on greater energy demands and a thirst for more electricity and better environmental stewardship through use of sustainable fuels.  As we all know one of the current issues is in improving environmental performance, with reductions in emissions by enhancing insulation of homes, offices and workplaces to reduce energy demand and reliance.Unfortunately, as we know the ignition hazard from electricity gives rise to one of the most significant fire risks of the modern age.  Logically, on risk-based criteria, more reliance on electricity as the medium for transmitting heat and power means increases in fire risk.Examples of the emerging technologies in the energy sector are shown on the next slide.



Aspects and impacts
Things that are happening that will impact on fire safety. 
How will these technologies affect us?

Key issues comprise:
 Above all, energy demand 

and thirst for more electricity
 Climate change
 Natural events
 Long distance electrical power 

Interconnectors
 Renewables, solar energy
 Heat pumps, wind power, 

hydrogen fuel, biomass
 Lithium metal hydride, battery 

banks, flywheel storage

  Present & future 
developments in 

fire safety

Wind

H2

Energy

3: EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGIES

LiMH

Renewables

HPs

Solar

Climate 
change Net Zero

Natural 
events

Biomass

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key issues comprise:Energy demand and thirst for more electricity.Climate change.Natural events.Long distance power Interconnectors.Renewables, Solar.Heat pumps, Wind power, hydrogen fuel, biomass.Lithium metal hydride, battery banks, particularly in the USA and flywheel storage.



Wind power
Several research studies, since Imperial.ac.uk in 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, fires in wind farms are more common than you might think, but of course less common than in oil and gas technology.There have been several research studies and commentaries in the past 20+ years.Early work suggested that the root causes were:Blade failure (19%)Electrical fires (15%)Structural failure (9.7%)Although, as in any other type of industrial operation, fires may be more likely to break out during outages and maintenance operations.It has been claimed that >90% of wind turbine fires go unreported.  DNV estimates that the rate of fire in wind turbines is 1 in 2000 per year.Looking at the risks, life safety cannot be ignored with land-based turbines where debris may be thrown to the ground although wind farms are generally in unpopulated areas.  Also, for easier maintainability some designs have the generator at ground level as opposed to being in a nacelle aloft offshore out of the salt-laden spray.  If technicians are working aloft then your actions are limited, especially if the fire involves the climbing ladder in the tower.  Emergency rope descent is the only option.



Biomass power

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another Wallboard that addresses some of the modern industrial hazards.  A high-resolution copy of this will be available on the Webinar Portal.  Although the fire and explosion hazard from biomass fuels are obvious there are some other occupational Fatal Risks which are very significant.  These include access to and working in confined spaces and the fatal risk of carbon monoxide generation from microbiological degradation of biomass material and pellets in particular.



Biomass power

 Issues identified from 2009
 Wood pellets, wood chip or 

wood flour?
 Microbiological 

decomposition / degradation
 CO, CO2, CH4
 Finely divided and 

spontaneously combustible
 Displacement of air and dust 

from blow loading
 Venting to a safe place

Key hazards with biomass in power generation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biomass fuels are essentially wood chips, which is largely macerated timber, or wood pellets, manufactured from virgin wood, as opposed to ground up old kitchen units.  Other terms used for alternative fuels include bio-fuel which includes materials such as alcohol-based fuels, ethanol from plants, sugar cane etc.  The two types of wood fuel are different and are not exchangeable in the way they are stored, handled or combusted in a biomass boiler.  Additionally, the products of combustion and the ash and clinker generated are different and need to be handled in differing ways.  Other materials which you come across are wood flour and some industrial plants use pyrolysis to burn old timber from demolished buildings to raise steam in a turbine to generate electricity. Pellets are processed wood with a higher thermal efficiency that wood chip.  However, they have a materials processing hazard in that if wood pellets become wet or damp the pellets can swell and block machinery such as auger screw drive.Although the intrinsic hazards of wood chip and wood pellet in stores and fuel bunkers from engulfment and confined spaces are obvious, the hazards from microbiological decomposition are invisible and the presence of a dangerous situation can only be detected by a direct reading multi-sensor electronic instrument which alarms on low oxygen content and the presence of a flammable gas or a toxic gas.A basic hazards analysis of a biomass fuel boiler installation would, at first impression, suggest that it should be a relatively simple and benign installation which is relatively hazard free.  After all, it is just burning wood.  Not so.  In considering the safety aspects of the fuel there are several physical, chemical, biological and thermal hazards.  In occupational health there are physical and physio-biological hazards from exposure to dusts and gases.In both lists there are fatal risks.  But in the occupational health list there are hazards which can present impacts that could be seriously disabling injuries.SAFETYPhysicalConfined spacesPTW, mobile solidsKinetic, dry lubricantsSlipping on floorsChemicalToxic & asphyxiantCO and CO2BiologicalThermalFire and explosionElectrical, IPOCCUPATIONAL HEALTHPhysicalMHOAsh, clinkerPhysio-BiologicalDustsRespiratory, dry eyesIntrinsic alveolitisRhinitis, infection risks, Cough, occ asthmaLegionella, biofilm, contamination of water tanks



Biomass fire and explosion hazards
Dust, dust and dust …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dust is a major problem in terms of fire safety as it presents a surface transfer of flame risk.  Remember the pentagon.  Don’t aerate the dust or confine or contaminate a dust cloud …These photographs illustrate a build up of dust on a plant room floor from TWO MONTHS (intermittent) operation of a biomass boiler system.  The plant room has two internal 25 tonne hoppers which vent to a cotton sacking filter on the exhaust vent WITHIN the plant room.  Normally, as a requirement of the COSHH Regulations 2002, any emissions into a building should be ducted to a safe place, invariably outside the building unless the material can be ducted under vacuum to a safe place such as a dust collector: for example saw dust from a circular saw table.  Clearly this is an entirely unsatisfactory design.  The expelled air must be controlled at source by the use of an electrostatic precipitator or vented to a safe place.The layer of dust on the floor presents a slipping hazard as the dust acts as a dry lubricant.  Electrical power apparatus such as motors, transformers etc and control equipment such as switches need to be protected from the ingress of dust in a plant room which houses biomass boilers, hoppers and processing equipment.  Additionally, equipment should be protected against water ingress, by spray at least, where this hazard is co-located in the plant room too.An excellent IChemE Hazards 26 symposium paper.Details 2002-2015:  10 incidents, 6 fatalities.Serious long-term fires, burning for up to 10 days and dust explosions.Principally in storage facilities and manufacturing plant.Safe Use of Biomass Boilers | Risk Management (ecclesiastical.com)Key issues comprise:Screening product at delivery is important.DSEAR and Haz. area classifications.Smouldering materials and tramp metal.Explosion protection is essential.Water and foam systems.Inert gases, principally N2.  Inergen is too expensive!CO2 can generate CO.





Waste wood into power
A new power technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An emerging technology is in processing (cheap) waste timber into biomass fuel for pyrolysis in a gasifier to raise steam for a turbine to generate electricity.Here this plant, on a working farm, takes scrap timber from demolished properties etc and grinds up the timber to granules.



Waste wood into power
A new power technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, it’s not straight forward, with granulating the waste to produce the fuel, wood dust issues, and combustibility issues are found in storage from proximity to overhead lighting.Wood stock piles are monitored by CCTV with ‘hot spot’ detectors to identify and smoldering in the feedstock.



MBT waste management
A new environmental management technology?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another emerging technology is in waste management or waste to power schemes.  MBT = Mechanical and biological treatmentHowever, in a largely unregulated input stream with waste materials all sorts of issues occur with lithium batteries and LPG gas cylinders which conspire, quite regularly, to burn the plant down!  Weapons and live ammunition can be found too!Note that smoldering fires have to be closed-down by literally dragging the smoldering fuels apart.Water canon are used to ‘hit’ and outbreaks of fire on the conveyors:  but that can be hard work.



Hydrogen technology

What is hydrogen?
Hydrogen is a clean alternative to 
methane, CH4.  It is the most 
abundant chemical element, 
estimated to contribute 75% of the 
mass of the universe

Hmmm! 
Note also: blue H2 and green H2!!

Mains piped?
Transportable gas cylinders?
Home size hydrogen generator?

Hydrogen for heating, power and transport. 

Also, fuel cell technology:
electrochemical devices 
producing electricity from 
hydrogen and oxygen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The application of hydrogen as a power source is an interesting one, to meet climate change requirements, and to move away from ‘dirty’ fuels such as coal and methane!



Battery technology

Lithium-ion batteries are the most common battery type in modern 
portable technology, because of their low mass, longer battery run 
time in relation to the battery size, and because of easy recharging

Lithium batteries can power anything from cell phones and laptops 
to toothbrushes, HEVs and EVs and aircraft (Battery Innovations 
Power All-Electric Aircraft | NASA Spinoff) 

If cells swell, replace immediately!

Lithium metal hydride, Li-ion and Ni-MH batteries?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FRMG has written extensively on operational aspects and fire safety issues in relation to lithium containing batteries and has published some material which can be made available on the FRMG portal for members.Samsung Galaxy Note 7 Smartphone. Samsung sealed a sizable 3,500mAh lithium-ion battery into a 7.9mm thin smartphone, but half of the Note 7 batteries were made by its subsidiary Samsung SDI and didn’t properly fit into the Android phone.Hewlett Packard also suffered through having to recall >101,000 Pavilion x360 laptops.  Dell products have also had issues. 6 Types of Lithium-ion batteries:Lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2).Lithium manganese oxide (LMO).Lithium nickel manganese cobalt (NMC).Lithium-iron-phosphate (LFP).Lithium nickel cobalt aluminium oxide (NCA).Lithium titanate (LTO).Note the link to NASA and the developments in battery power for aircraft. 

https://spinoff.nasa.gov/Spinoff2019/t_1.html


Fire precautions, (Small) Li battery fires
Four options are currently available

• Do nothing, but get the people out …
• Copious water
• Water immersion
• Smothering, fire blanket
• Lith-EX with AVD
• What is Aqueous Vermiculite 

Dispersion? - AVD Fire
• Suitable for Li and Mg fires
• ALSO:  Clean Agent extinguishers
• FM 200 and Novec 1230

Battery-Fire-Blanket-2pp-Artwork-9.2020.pdf (avdfire.com)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Four options are available if a fire breaks out:Do nothing, but get the people out …Copious water.Water immersion.Smothering, fire blanket.Lith-EX with AVDWhat is Aqueous Vermiculite Dispersion? - AVD FireSuitable for Li and Mg firesSmall size AVD fire blankets and extinguishers are ideal of office fires in laptops and phones.Also be aware of developments with CLEAN AGENT EXTINGUISHERS using FM 200 and Novec 1230 extinguishants.  These materials are similar to BCF, as they are vapourising liquids, but ‘take the heat out of the fire’ by using the thermal energy to vapourise the liquid into a gas.  They leave no residues and although expensive are ideal for clean situations such as IT and electronics.  FM 200 is a colourless gas, heptafluoropropane.  Novec 1230 is sometimes called ‘dry water’ and is nonafluoro-4-(trifluoromethyl)-3-pentanone.

https://www.avdfire.com/what-is-aqueous-vermiculite-dispersion/
https://www.avdfire.com/wp-content/uploads/Battery-Fire-Blanket-2pp-Artwork-9.2020.pdf


Robotics in fire prevention

Spot the Dog:

 The future is here with fire prevention, 
plant and equipment inspection 
measuring and monitoring and fire 
safety tasks, in any condition

 https://www.bostondynamics.com/soluti
ons/inspection

 Spot Launch - YouTube

Agile Mobile Robots, such as Spot from Boston 
Dynamics?  And there are other copies!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most charming and exciting emerging developments of the moment, with fantastic opportunities for industrial fire prevention is Spot the Dog, from Boston Dynamics.  We could spend all day watching Spot’s antics so I recommend you watch the YouTube clips.It is no surprise though that he has many impersonators, and many speak Chinese.

https://www.bostondynamics.com/solutions/inspection
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlkCQXHEgjA


4:  NEW PRODUCTS
New techie things that are around that will impact 
on fire safety 

Key issues comprise:

 Electric vehicles
 Photo voltaic power
 Goal Zero technology

PVs

  Present & future 
developments in 

fire safety

4:
NEW PRODUCTS

Goal 
Zero

EVs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to focus here on three subject areas:Electric vehiclesPhoto voltaic power andGoal Zero type portable power systems.



Electric vehicles

1. Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV):  A vehicle 
without the capacity to plug in but has an 
electric drive system and battery

2. Plug-in hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV):  A 
vehicle with plug-in capability, and it can use 
energy for driving from either its battery or fuel

3. All-Electric Vehicle (EV/A-EV):  A vehicle that 
gets its energy for driving entirely from its battery 
and it must be plugged in to be recharged

4. Electric motorcycles:  Such as the Surron
Firefly and the Triumph TE-1

The Electric Vehicle market is continuing to grow 
rapidly, with over 400,000 A-EVs on UK roads at the 
end of January 2022 and over 675,000 plug-in 
models (including PHEVs).

Four main types, two wheels or four?  Commercial (PLG), 
Goods (HGV), domestic, military, social or recreational

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all electric cars have plug-in technology.  These images are of ‘mild hybrid’ technology, with an ICE engine supported by battery power for additional power and torque when it is needed.One of the big questions asked is around the supposition that there are more fires in EVs than there are in ICE powered cars.  Is this suspicion, or could it be true?Some say yes, and some say no.  Tesla is saying emphatically No!  But as with occupational safety statistics the picture at first glimpse is not entirely clear.In 2019 London FB dealt with 54 EV fires compared against 1898 petrol and diesel engined car fires.  So EVs are safer you may say?  NO.  This is the same problem that politicians have with occupational safety data.  Look at the INCIDENCE rate.  How many fires occurred as a proportion of the cars / vehicles on the road, not at absolute numbers?  The incidence rate for ICE vehicles is 0.04% whereas for EVs it is more than double that rate at 0.1%.  This data seems to be running constant.  In 2020 the respective numbers were 27 EV fires and 1021 ICE fires.It also appears that we may be comparing apples and pears.  Not all incidents occur while the vehicle is running or in use.  For example, with EVs many incidents occur when the vehicle is being re-charged, particularly overnight.  By analogy with ICE vehicles, this is like saying a fire breaks out while a car or van is being refueled at a fuel station.  But this is genuinely a very rare event , particularly with diesel fuel.The Surron Firefly is charged within 3 hours, is powered by 60v lithium batteries and has a top speed of 45 mph and a range of 60 miles.  It has been procured by the MoD for the 16 Air Assault Brigade as a stealth weapon for the battlefield behind enemy lines.The Triumph TE-1 uses Williams F1 technology with a battery design of 21,700 individual ‘button cells’ giving 15 kWh power.  The motor is liquid cooled and has a peak power of 177 hp, with a continuous output of 109 bhp, irrespective of charge.  Mass is 220 kg as opposed to the Harley Davidson livewire at 251 kg.  Range is 120 miles.



Electric vehicles
Fire risks and the Insurance sector?

• Perceived to be higher risk due to the Li and Ni batteries.  These 
are chemical fires, no oxygen is required!

• Some noted cases from Tesla
• US study finds lower risk than ICE technology
• Stephens, D.; Shawcross, P.; et, al. (October 2017). "Lithium-ion 

battery safety issues for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles" 
(Report No. DOT HS 812 418). Washington, DC: National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration

• Other hazards:  Driver risk management, power and performance
• Repair costs.  Greater time taken to safely isolate 400v batteries
• Silent running.  No EV noise and vehicle alerting systems
• Connected vehicles and cyber risks.  150M lines of code in a 

‘Standard’ connected car:  There are only 103.5M lines of code in 
a Boeing 787!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We could spend all day looking into Tesla Technology in this field.  Some of the data and information is fascinating and do have a read through the excellent free-to-download handbook.Note the fire risks from the Insurance sector.  One significant issue is the sheer performance of some EVs.  And some owners new to this sector have no ‘track-record’ literally with driving high performance vehicles.  And as the collision risk increases, so does the fire risk.Let’s start looking into the fire risks …The huge risk is not in fire prevention as much as it is in fire precautions and the fact that if a vehicle catches fire while you are present, there is no way that you could extinguish that fire.“Battery fires can take up to 24 hours to extinguish” – TeslaIt could take 10,000-30,000 litres of water to put out a battery fire.  CO2 and dry powder could be used, never foam.There has been approximately one Tesla vehicle fire for every 205 million miles driven.When petrol comes in contact with a spark or flame the fuel ignites.  Battery fires typically take some time to acquire the heat necessary to start the fire.  (But then keep going!  Remember, no O2 needed initially).Petrol and battery fires burn very differently. Batteries can be expected to reignite after being put out because they still have stored energy.Tesla claims that petrol (ICE) powered cars are about 11 times more likely to catch fire as opposed to a Tesla.The battery in an electric vehicle is not only the ‘fuel’ to power the vehicle but is also what fuels an electric vehicle fire.Monitor battery heat for 24 hours with thermal imagery.The greater the amount of energy the electric vehicle may contain, the greater the fire risk of electric vehicle fires.31% of US fire departments do not train for electric vehicle fires.50% of US fire departments say they do not have special protocols in place to handle electric vehicles after an accident.



Electric vehicles
Fire safety concerns?

• The people:  Get them out!
• The vehicle will be a total loss
• The environment, transmitted heat, 

adjoining vehicles
• Car parks, especially MSCPs
• Fire responders:  multiple hazards 

including air bags and electric 
shock, HF, contaminated water run-
off.  Delayed re-ignition risks

• Remote handling solutions?  There 
is one on the next slide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic and obvious advice.The people:  Get them out!The vehicle will be a total loss.The environment, transmitted heat, adjoining vehicles.Car parks, especially MSCPs.Fire responders:  multiple hazards including air bags and electric shock, HF, contaminated water run-off.  Delayed reignition risks.Remote handling solutions?  There is one on the next slide.



Electric vehicles
A Danish solution to electric vehicle fires?

https://cfpa-e.eu/container-puts-out-inextinguishable-fires-in-electric-cars/#

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A return of the ‘fire bucket’, it’s just quite a large bucket!

https://cfpa-e.eu/container-puts-out-inextinguishable-fires-in-electric-cars/


Electric vehicles
ICE vehicle fires also benefit from fire blanket technology

https://vehiclefireblanket.com/product/electric-hybrid-fire-blanket/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excellent, simple low tech solution to a serious problem, although this does place fire fighters at some risk to deploy the blanket.

https://vehiclefireblanket.com/product/electric-hybrid-fire-blanket/


Electric vehicle recharging
Shell Recharge leading the technology

EV Recharge | Shell United Kingdom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excellent, simple low tech solution to a serious problem, although this does place fire fighters at some risk to deploy the blanket.

https://www.shell.co.uk/motorist/ev-charging.html


Typical root causes of PV fires
180 fires in Germany 1995-2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Principal causation seems to be around the electronic components, which have questionable reliability.  But these components are widely used throughout the electrical power industry so why is there vulnerability in PV systems?Could this be down to the integrity of the systems design and installation process?



Typical root causes of PV fires
BRE data:  80 fires in the UK 2012

45%

18%

8%

14%

8%1%6%

PV Component failures leading to fire

DC isolator

DC connector

DC cables

Inverters

PV modules

DC combiner box

Unidentified

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now poor standards of installation are beginning to show up in the BRE data.



PV Stop:  Developed in Australia
Fire Retardant Solution and Solar PV Safety │PV Stop -
YouTube

Key issues comprise:

 Non-flammable polymer film, 
providing a liquid blanket

 A one-shot application
 Designed to deactivate a DC 

supply from live panels
 Fire and safety risk 

eliminated
 Peeled off after use, leaving 

panels undamaged

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A solar panel fire in Taunton, Somerset, which extends to adjacent property.Key issues comprise:Non-flammable polymer film, providing a liquid blanketA one-shot applicationDesigned to deactivate a DC supply from live panelsFire and safety risk eliminatedPeeled off after use, leaving panels undamaged

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5-zIiXh_fM&t=1s


PV Stop:  Developed in Australia

http://www.pvstop.com.au/videos/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A 9 litre water based polymer in a ‘fire extinguisher style body, pressurized by nitrogen’.This product is being used in the UK now to deactivate DC voltage in PV panels.Technologically there are problems with double isolation, and this liquid blanket seems a great solution.



H2 powered technology
Is here today … with the Toyota Yaris H2 and the 
Hydroflex train

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is hydrogen already being used as a fuel?Yes. There are already cars that run on hydrogen fuel cells.  In Japan there are 96 public hydrogen refueling stations, allowing you to fill up just as you would with petrol or diesel and in the same time frame as a traditional fuel car.  Germany has 80 of these hydrogen stations and the United States is third with 42 stations.  Yamaha has now developed a hydrogen powered V8 engine for the Yaris.Hydrogen is also an exciting lightweight fuel option for road, rail, air and shipping transportation.  The international delivery company DHL already has a fleet of 100 ‘H2 panel vans’, capable of travelling 500kms without refueling.HydroFLEX, the first hydrogen-powered train in the UK, has been developed by fitting a hydrogen pack to an existing Class 319 train set.The University of Birmingham’s Centre for Railway Research and Education (BCRRE) and rolling stock solutions provider Porterbrook are responsible for the implementation of the HydroFLEX project.The project is expected to decarbonise the British railway network, which currently accommodates diesel and electric trains, by replacing diesel-only trains with HydroFLEX until 2040. The project also supports the UK Government’s commitment to reduce carbon emissions by 80% before 2050.



H2 powered technology
Shell Beaconsfield opened in 2018 using on-site 
hydrolysis!

Shell Beaconsfield Hydrogen Pump Installation Time Lapse 
Video - YouTube

Shell Hydrogen fuel stations?
50 globally:  5 in the UK
 Beaconsfield
 Cobham
 Gatwick North
 + 2 more

 14 stations in total
 Two in Wales have closed as 

well as two in the UK Midlands

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0yGAyI2okE


Multi-fuel powered ships
It’s not only cars and trains that are heading for sustainability …

Cruise ships now use:

 Hybrid power:  LNG, solar
 H2 fuel cell technology
 ‘Green’ synthetic hydrocarbon 

fuels, including biodiesel 
(made from ‘fish’)

 ‘Shore power’ use alongside
 Battery power for sensitive 

environments
 Challenging D4FS risk 

assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fire safety implications of this multi-fuelled approach to marine power will be challenging and will require modern solutions to modern opportunities.  The Designing for Fire Safety Risk Assessments will be challenging.Wastewater management systems and low drag hulls add to the enhanced sustainability features in modern marine engineering in the high value marine cruise market.  Operators are heading for zero greenhouse gas emissions, while underway (!) and shore power connections to avoid running generators while in port.Obviously, there are issues with this blue sea thinking over the availability of ‘green fuel worldwide and shore power connections in some ports, but nevertheless, it is a splash in the right direction.



Goal Zero technology
Extreme portable power

GOAL ZERO YETI 3000X For Van Life + Three Charging Options 
Broken Down //Ep. 39 DIY VAN BUILD - YouTube

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2KW lithium power charged by solar arrays.  Up to $8000 per installation.  280Ah battery systems for portable power, in the hands of unregulated happy campers with attendant fire risks???

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5G11JzcZMTs


5:  FIRE SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS
Methods that impact control on fire safety 

Key issues comprise:

 Policy, procedures, 
plans, documents

 Guidance / standards
 PEEPs 
 Regulation
 FRAs

 Mentoring, CPD
 KATE, Standards, support

5:
FIRE SAFETY

MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS

Policy

PGFs

Standards KATE Stds
Regulation

  Present & future 
developments in 

fire safety

PEEPs FRAs Mentors

Support

CPD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key issues with developments in fire safety management systems comprise:Policy, procedures, plans, documentsGuidance / standardsPEEPs RegulationFRAsMentoring, CPDKATE, Standards, supportKey issues comprise:There is some ‘lead vs lag’ in this area.Further development in the policy, procedures, documentation and forms areas.Regulation and enforcement is feeling its way.Most probably more refinement in FRA work.IOSH FRMG will keep you up-to-date on this.  Follow John Field’s work.



6:  LEGAL ISSUES
Things that are happening that will impact on fire 
safety 

Key issues comprise:

 Legislation
 Fire Safety Act
 Building Safety Act

 Golden Threads
 Guidance
 Specific and 

targeted
 General industry 

guidance

  Present & future 
developments in 

fire safety

6: LEGAL
ISSUES

Legislation

FS Act

BS Act

Guidance

Golden
Thread(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key development with Legal Issues comprise:LegislationFire Safety ActBuilding Safety ActGolden ThreadsGuidanceSpecific and targetedGeneral industry guidanceJohn Field has given an excellent presentation which addresses the current position on fire safety legislation and guidance and also in relation to the Building Safety Act, so we are not going to repeat that here.However, be aware of the latest Gateway 1 planning guidance, dating from 1 August 2021.Where does Gateway 1 come from? Following the Grenfell Tower fire on 14 June 2017 the government commissioned the Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety led by Dame Judith Hackitt. The report highlighted the need to transform the fire and building safety regime and recommended that “some minimum requirements around fire safety will need to be addressed when local planning authorities are determining planning applications and will require input from those with the relevant expertise.”Government made a commitment in ‘A reformed building safety regulatory system: government response to the ‘Building a Safer Future’ consultation’ to introduce planning gateway one. Planning gateway one has two key elements:to require the developer to submit a fire statement setting out fire safety considerations specific to the development with a relevant application for planning permission for development which involves one or more relevant buildings, andto establish the Health and Safety Executive as a statutory consultee for relevant planning application.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regarding Gateway 1:The requirements referred to in this section apply to applications for planning permission made on or after 1 August 2021 as a result of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure and Section 62A Applications) (England) (Amendment) Order 2021 (”the 2021 Order”).



7:  FIRE PREVENTION
Things that are happening that will impact on fire 
safety 

Key issues comprise:

 Awareness
 Public education
 Training
 Young persons

 D4FS
 Materials

 MMC
 Selection
 Standards
 Testing
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  Present & future 
developments in 

fire safetyAwareness

Materials

Training

YPs

Testing

Stds

Public 
education

Selection

D4FS
Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key issues comprise:AwarenessPublic and professional education.Training at all levels and KATE.Young persons and making them aware of fire prevention.D4FSMaterialsSelectionStandardsTesting



D4FS in construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designing for fire safety in construction.And in occupation, living, working, learning and making people better within spaces.Good design is about good engineering and safety in construction.Safety in operations.Safety in maintenance of the building.Minimal life-time harm to the occupants and a Whole life approach to the building, its sustainability and the environment.From the Zurich Insurance Virtual Conference in April 2021 key sector issues comprise:Making buildings safer.Non-combustible construction incorporating modern methods of construction (MMC).Residual structural strength.Added compartmentation to confine and limit fire spread.Suppression from fire sprinklers.In this section of design, the selection and choice of materials is heavily influenced on making buildings safety and the non-combustibility of construction products, materials and construction methods.



Construction Industry Sector
Real or perceived disadvantages of MMC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key issues in traditional construction comprise:Traditionally ‘brick & block’ …MMC = Off-site factory production of components.3D volumetric construction.Flat slabs, timber frames, pre-cast panels.Concrete walls and floors.Pre-cast foundations.Twin wall technology.Thin joint masonry.Here is a list of key benefits of modern methods of construction.  This list was originally inspired by government policy to achieve targets in addressing the housing shortage and the agenda around better homes for more people.:Occupational safety:  Off-site manufacture.  Fewer WAH, MHO, welfare and wellbeing issues, but maybe more lifting operations!.The green sustainability agenda.Sustainability, environmental impact.Faster speed of construction. (Housing shortage). Better timescales, faster production.Less impact from weather delays.Less dependence on skilled on-site labour.The original list of topics did not have any occupational safety factors and were all business focused but I have added the safety factor as No. 1 on the list, where I hope we would all agree that it should be.Let’s look at the real and perceived disadvantages and risks of MMC, and it is perfectly illustrated in this photograph from Sweden.Key risks comprise:Fire safety, with timber frames, particularly during the construction phase.Robustness of the building in a fire.  Life safety vs property protection for firefighters.Limiting fire spread and protecting adjacent buildings.Response of materials in fire due to ‘value engineering’ and ‘product substitution’.Repair and replacement challenges with modular construction and product obsolescence.Wood, and timber construction features heavily in designs.  Note also the construction quality issues brought about by value engineering and product substitution, usually an initiative to reduce the cost of construction with also a complementary reduction in value.



8:  FIRE PRECAUTIONS
Things that are happening that will impact on fire 
safety 

Key issues comprise:

 Materials
 Standards
 Testing

 PFP
 External
 Cladding
 Internal
 Steel
 Fire stopping

 Detection
 Automation
 Alarms
 Warning

  Present & future 
developments in 

fire safety
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key issues comprise:MaterialsStandardsTestingPFPExternalCladdingInternalSteelFire stoppingDetectionAutomationAlarmsWarning



Condensed aerosol fire suppression

 Stat-X, Firechief Pyrocloud, Pyrogen
 Localised special hazard 

applications:  wind turbines, 
electrical cabinets, vehicle engines

 Individual or inter-connected units
 Smoke, heat or manually operated 

or thrown into burning areas
 Contains pellets of fire suppressant 

chemicals expelled by pressurised 
nitrogen or a 1.4S cartridge to 
disrupt the combustion process

NFPA 2010:  UL 2775 standards

What's inside EXPLODING Fire Extinguisher Balls? –
YouTube
Fire Extinguishing Ball | Extinguisher Bomb -
YouTube

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stat-X, Firechief Pyrocloud, PyrogenLocalised special hazard applications:  wind turbines, electrical cabinets, vehicle enginesIndividual or inter-connected unitsSmoke, heat or manually operated or thrown into burning areasContains pellets of fire suppressant chemicals expelled by pressurised nitrogen or a 1.4S cartridge to disrupt the combustion processFirechief Pyrocloud uses potassium nitrate, cyanoguanidine and formaldehyde.  Clearly professional use only!Pyrogen uses potassium nitrate, sucrose and melamine.Stat-X comprises potassium nitrate dust, dicyandiamide dust and phenolic resin dust.Glass Fire Grenade bombs are not new and were in vogue between 1870 and 1910.  They were glass bottles, designed to be thrown at the seat of a fire, and upon smashing the contents would extinguish the fire.  Early fillings were simply dyed salt water but later carbon tetrachloride was used, but of course this was equally as hazardous as CCl4 can produce phosgene COCl2.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCRJSJPYy2A&t=33
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_0sawCkIk4


Fire fighting drones and robots

Drone technology
 Based on a flying taxi
 https://youtu.be/MsxTJjzTbBs

Developed in PRC

Robot technology
 Qrob developed in Malaysia
 Also R&D in India. 2019 / 

2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIRE FIGHTING DRONESChinese firefighting equipment test center finished testing the EHang EH216F drone.The aircraft is based on the EHang 216, an electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicle intended for providing flying taxi services.The testing was conducted by China National Fire-Fighting Equipment Quality Supervision Testing Center (NFFE). It involved technical examination as well as 52 different types of tests, such as flights at various altitudes, landing accuracy, and resistance to smoke and heat.EHang officially launched the firefighting variant of their drone in 2020. According to the company, the vehicle is intended to plug the capability gap in urban high-rise firefighting.The Ehang 216F is armed with six fire retardant-loaded missiles designed to be launched at fire hotspots as well as a fire extinguisher.FIRE FIGHTING ROBOTSJust two papers from a recent review of publications on fire fighting robots which illustrates developments in Malaysia and India.Fire fighting robot QRobAliff, Yusof, Sani & Zainal paper, Malaysia, 2019Int J. Adv Computer Science & ApplicationsVimalkumar & Shaw, India, June 2020Dept Aerospace Eng, SRM Institute of Science & Technology, IndiaInt J. Eng Research & Tech.  Design and development of heavy drones for fire fighting 

https://youtu.be/MsxTJjzTbBs


Fire fighting robots etc
The Netherland's railyard developments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rail authorities in the Netherlands are rapidly developing new fire tactics, from large team hose-carriers in 2010 to smart use of a high-capacity foam truck between the track, looking for direct knock-down in 2020. The next step comes with further innovation: getting the equipment remotely to the incident and keeping the responders distant, in the safe zone.In the end every emergency response organization has the same responsibility: creating maximum safety for the people who do the most difficult work.



Fire fighting wildfires
73,000 litres of retardant on a Global Supertanker

https://www.theengineer.co.uk/aerial-firefighting-technology/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This a stunning concept.  Note that the tanker does not just carry water but fire retardant to lay down substantial fire break corridors.



9:  FIRE INVESTIGATION
Things that are happening that will impact on fire 
safety 

Key issues comprise:

 Drones
 Detection
 Instrumental 

techniques
 IT & electronics
 Security

Drones
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally some developments in fire investigation.While there is continuous improvements in the technology associated with fire investigation it is most probably developments in the management systems, including docs & procs, advice & guidance and professional support and training that are most prominent.



Professional Standards

 Overall in this sector …

 More training opportunities 
at all levels

 More professional 
opportunities and support

 Better documentation and 
procedures

 More practitioners with 
wider experiences

CoP, ISO 17020, UKAS RG 201 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fire investigation is a hybrid between fire safety, safety management and forensic science so it’s best to the loss prevention approach to fire investigation.For anybody in this fire safety field of Investigation, I commend this excellent Code of Practice which has just been released in its second edition.The CoP presents advice and guidance to individuals and organisations.  It describes good practice for fire and non-terrorist explosion investigation.  It is much better focused than other guidance.The CoP refers to examiners of fire scenes or post explosion damage as fire investigators.  The CoP does not apply where the sole purpose is to determine the origin and cause of a fire or explosion for the purpose of statical returns to central government (!!), community risk reduction or fire safety responsibilities.  HOWEVER there is a large caveat.  If during loss-prevention fire investigations, evidence is uncovered or there is significant financial loss etc then requirements of the CoP would apply. So it is probably best to use the CoP as a reasonable standard to be achieved in terms of the principles of safety equivalence. The CoP has a well defined scope and precise, well structured definitions and excellent references..It defines:Good general practice.Scene examination.Estimation of uncertainty.Roles and responsibilities.Personnel requirements.Case assessment.Scene investigation.Retrieval of items.Examination of items recovered from the scene.Critical findings and conclusions.Case reviews and case management.Reporting techniques.Case conferences.Disclosure andAttendance at court.REMEMBER that any investigation process has the potential to end up in Court and the investigator may be called upon as an expert witness.Codes of Practice and Conduct For Forensic Science Providers and Practitioners in the Criminal Justice System FSR-C-100 Issue 7Forensic Science Regulator.  New appointment:  Gary Pugh.Crime scene investigation work is ‘assured’ by ISO 17020: 2012 and also note 17025 on laboratory work.  ISO/IEC 17020 addresses ‘Conformity Assessment’ and is focused on Volume Crime or Major Crime, so ‘normal’ industrial fires may not apply, and an employer may not be an ‘organisation’.HOWEVER RG201 addresses all the expected requirements for a certificated body.Impartiality and independence.Confidentiality.Structure.Organisation and management.Resources.Personnel.Facilities and equipment.Processes and Procedures.Handling items and sampling.Inspection.Records and Reports.Complaints and appeals.Management systems.UKAS RG201 addresses accreditation of bodies carrying out scene of crime examination.



Conclusions
 Support people professionally.
 Enhance their professional influence and 

impact through greater awareness, wider 
competence and better training outcomes.

 Be mindful of efficient building use and 
building security.

 Be careful of reliance on the Internet of / for 
Things in fire safety, and think about what 
happens when the Internet goes down?  
Wireless fire alarms?  Smart homes?

 Consider climate change and demands for 
more electrical power from new technologies 
that will inevitably increase fire risk.

 Be aware of emerging technologies.  Some 
bring a fire safety sting-in-the-tail:  EVs, Li 
batteries, biomass and dust!

 Be aware that promises of great convenience 
and super, cheaper performance do not 
necessarily mean safer outcomes:  EVs, Li-
ion, H2.

 The future in fire safety may well be with 
machines, drones & robots.

 Don’t expect changes in legislation and 
guidance to be fast moving and to give 
instant, efficient & effective returns.

 Look at the benefits in Modern Methods of 
Construction and sprinkler technology.  
Enhance materials, select carefully and 
integrate fire safety in the design (D4FS) for 
safe solutions in the built environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of fire safety, we need to:Comprehensively and thoroughly support people professionally.Enhance their professional influence and impact through greater awareness, wider competence and better training outcomes.Be mindful of efficient building use and building security.Be careful of reliance on the Internet of / for Things in fire safety, and think about what happens when the Internet goes down?  Wireless fire alarms?  Smart homes?Consider climate change and demands for more electrical power from new technologies that will inevitably increase fire risk.Be aware of emerging technologies.  Some bring a fire safety sting-in-the-tail:  EVs, Li batteries, biomass and dust!Be aware that promises of great convenience and super, cheaper performance do not necessarily mean safer outcomes:  EVs, Li-ion, H2.The future in fire safety may well be with machines, drones & robots.Don’t expect changes in legislation and guidance to be fast moving and to give instant, efficient & effective returns.Look at the benefits in Modern Methods of Construction and sprinkler technology.  Enhance materials, select carefully and integrate fire safety in the design (D4FS) for safe solutions in the built environment.Thank you for watching.  Take care and stay safe.And if you have any questions to ask, please submit them on-line.
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